Graduate Outcomes captures the perspectives and current status of recent graduates. All graduates who completed a programme/qualification will be asked to take part in the survey 15 months after they finish their studies. This survey aims to help current and future students gain an insight into career destinations and development.

The data presented here was collected in 2023 from the 2020/21 undergraduate cohort of leavers from higher education.

Organisations UG Geography graduates are working at:
- CityFibre
- Royal London
- Aberdeen City Council
- James Hutton Institute
- Bidwells
- Vertegrow
- WAG Payment Solutions
- Scottish Orienteering

High skilled roles:
- City Planner
- Protection Claims Administrator
- Development Officer
- Graduate Rural Land Surveyor
- Controlled Environment Agriculture Operator
- Teacher
- Fieldwork Technician
- Environmental Social Governance Intern
- Junior Rural Surveyor

Most Important Activity:
- 14 (61%) Paid work for an employer
- 3 (13%) Engaged in a course of study, training or research
- 5 (22%) Unemployed and looking for work
- 1 (4%) Voluntary/ unpaid work